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Abstract– Service reputation is a key factor for service selection and service composition in
Service-Oriented Ambient Intelligence systems. Hence, service reputation computing should fully
reflect the feature of multi-rating fusion and the utility value dynamic attenuation characters of the
rating. The paper combines D-S evidence theory with dynamic attenuation and puts forward a
service reputation computing algorithm based on multi-rating fusion, which is adapted to the
Ambient Intelligence systems. First, a layered computing model of the service reputation is given.
Then, a mechanism of dynamic attenuation based on time windows, an objective rating and
advertisement honesty rating of service, and a user credibility computing algorithm are presented.
Afterward, the rating information is combined with the D-S evidence theory to raise an
aggregation algorithm of the service general reputation for the Ambient Intelligence environments.
Finally, a prototype test is carried out to verify the effectiveness and availability of the model
together with the algorithms.
Keywords– Service reputation, trust, evidence theory, AmI

1. INTRODUCTION
The fusion of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) and Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) is the present research
trend in AmI. From the point-of-system paradigm, AmI has evolved into an open and loose coupling
service-oriented system. With the rapid increase of services on the web, more and more services with
similar functions can be reached by hands. Hence, how to choose an appropriate service from a variety of
candidates becomes a problem. Unfortunately, some service providers may publish false information.
What’s worse, many service consumers are very likely to have no interactive information or prior
knowledge about these services, except for those issued by the providers. Therefore, selecting an
appropriate and trustworthy service is a key problem in AmI systems. An effective way of addressing this
issue is to build a reputation/trust management mechanism for the services [1-4]. It can obtain the
forecasting information from the past interactive activities and user rating based on reputation mechanism,
and the information will influence the following operations in the future and provide trusted factors for the
service selection. There have been many important works on reputation computing, but these works are
not suitable for the AmI systems. Therefore, further study is essential to build a service reputation
mechanism in AmI.
In order to enable the service reputation computing to meet the needs of AmI environments, first the
multi-dimensional representation of service reputation concept and its computing model are studied. Then
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we design and implement related key algorithms adapted to the service-oriented AmI. Finally, we give
some test results and analysis. To present our objectives, the paper is organized as follows. Related works
are introduced in section 2. Section 3 presents the concept and model of reputation in AmI environment.
Key algorithms of service rating and their implementation are discussed in section 4. Service reputation
aggregation algorithm is detailed in section 5. Section 6 gives the analysis and test results of our study.
Finally, Section 7 states the conclusions and some open issues.
2. RELATED WORKS
Reputation computing is an open problem. Several institutes have proposed some resolutions from their
research domains. Audun [5] detailed relative works about the reputation and trust. In the following, we
give a brief overview of the most recent research developments which are closely related to our work.
In order to design and deploy context specific and reputation-based trust model in pervasive
environments, Sheikh [6] proposed a multi-hops recommendation protocol and behavioral model to
describe the interaction among devices. The model established the trust relationship by using devices’
interactive behavior information. Alexandre proposed the objective rating conceptual and its computing
method in SOA environments, and then it provided a trustable services selection policy based on services
reputation which were aggregated from the objective rating. Unfortunately, the service reputation value
was for single QoS attribute, so it cannot provide an overall performance assessment for services. Chang
and [7-9] adopted a temporal fading mechanism for the service reputation value. However, the fading for
reputation value is a coarse granularity policy and is different from the human’s cognitive process. At the
same time, both Chang and Malik studied the credibility of rating entity. The latter, especially,
concentrated on the research of rater credibility and achieved good theoretical results. In order to evaluate
the reliability of electric power system, Ehsani employed a Markov state space model [10].
In Yu [11], the Dempster-Shafer evidence theory was introduced into reputation computing. It
considered the user rating as evidence and obtained the reputation value through evidence combination.
This method had important theoretical value, but it had some limitations. First, it did not consider the
temporal sensitivity of user rating. Second, only the user subjective rating information was used in the
reputation and it also assumed all users had the same weight. Third, the conflict evidence combine method
could be improved. Malik and Bouguettaya [12] presented a complete solution which was based on
subjective evaluation to calculate the service reputation in SOA environment. It considered the evaluation
credibility, mainstream evaluation, the history information of evaluation body, personal assessment
preference, evaluation of time decline and so on. However, this paper only considers the effect the
subjective rating information has on the reputation, and this makes the foundation which, when calculated,
the reputation is single. Another question was whether its dynamic attenuation mechanism could fully
reflect the user experience.
3. REPUTATION COMPUTING MODEL
The study of reputation mechanism has received great attention worldwide [13-16]. Based on [17,18], the
reputation of service in AmI can be defined as a quintuple R=  (subjective Rating, objective Rating,
advertisement Honesty, time, context), where subjective Rating refers to the user’s comprehensive
experience after using the service in different contexts; objective Rating refers to the deviation of actual
performance monitoring value from user requirement; advertisement Honesty is the deviation of service
advertisement value from the actual performance monitoring value; and time and context show that the
rating information is obtained in a special situation. The relationship of the quintuple can be shown in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Quintuple relationship of reputation

From the definition, we can see that service reputation computing involves many interactions among
algorithms. Figure 2 illustrates a model of reputation computing, it abstracts all key algorithms and their
interactions at each tier.















Fig. 2. A computing model of reputation

The current study focuses on the rating tier and reputation aggregation tier. The former is introduced
to transform all kinds of raw data into corresponding ratings. Its core algorithms include advertisement
honesty rating (HR), objective rating (OR), and user credibility assessment (UC). Additionally, a service
clustering method is designed according to services’ QoS, which classifies the candidate services into
some subclasses.
The latter focuses the aggregate rating information into a corresponding reputation. Its main
aggregation algorithms include user local reputation aggregation algorithm ψ, general reputation
aggregation algorithm ξ, and bootstrap reputation algorithm ζ. Among these algorithms, only the user
subjective rating is used to compute the user local reputation, whereas subjective rating, objective rating,
service advertisement honesty, and user credibility information are used to compute the general reputation.
The details of bootstrap reputation computing are discussed in [19, 20]. In addition, all kinds of rating
information must be pre-processed by dynamic attenuation mechanism ρ. The attenuation mechanism
transforms initial rating information into utility value, which attenuates with time.
4. RATING ALGORITHM AND ATTENUATION MECHANISM
a) Subjective rating and dynamic attenuation mechanism
In society, the rating value is dynamically attenuated. That is, with time the contribution of a rating to the
reputation becomes smaller until the utility value diminishes. In AmI, the timeliness of a user’s subjective
rating on a service is significant. Every user gives his own subjective rating sr (R={0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,
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0.7,0.8,0.9,11.0},
∈ ) on the perfformance of a service afteer use. The history
h
recordds of subjecttive rating
constitute a rating set S,
S and its leength grows with time and
a user num
mbers. For innstance, therre are two
rating sets {{1.0,1.0,1.0, 0.7,0.6,0.2,00.2} and {0.2,,0.2,0.6,0.7, 1.0,1.0,1.0} for s1 and s2. From the tw
wo sets, s2
has a betterr reputation than
t
s1 becaause s2 gets better
b
ratingss as time goes on, whereeas s1 gets worse.
w
For
service seleection, s2 has a higher trusstworthy value. Thereforre, both the good
g
rating 1.0
1 and the poor rating
0.2 attenuattes as time passes.
p
The utility
u
rating value becom
mes lower an
nd closer to the
t median value
v
until
its referencee value is goone. To expreess such a dyynamic channge process, a utility funcction ( ) is defined
d
as
follows:
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Fig. 3. Utilitty value slidinng window

In formula (1), the user subjective rating
r
or the average of multiple
m
ratinngs is locatedd in time fraame t. The
i not used byy users in a time
t
frame (IIt is recomm
mended to filll 0.5). The
default valuue is filled if the service is
w is an attennuation timee window. Thhe window goes
g
forward with time, as
a shown in Fig.
F 3. A new
w rating is
placed into the time win
ndow continnually, and thhe oldest value may be slipped
s
out of
o the time window.
w
Ʊ
holds (0.1
Ʊ 1.0).
1
If the rating is greater
g
than or equal tto Ʊ, the
and Ω are two thresh
p
is satisfactorry and trustaable. If the raating value is less than or
o equal to
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Ω, then thee correspond
ding service performancce is unsatissfactory. Thee service peerformance ccannot be
determined if the rating is between Ʊ and Ω. λ and
a κ are atteenuation factors. A basic principle off assigning
v
is greaater than Ω, and
a the misttrustful utilityy value is
λ and κ is too guarantee that the creddible utility value
less than Ʊ in a time window
w
or beefore the exp
piration of thhe rating infformation. Inn the paper, w =10, Ʊ
=0.6, Ω =0.3, λ=2, κ =1 and t represeents a week’s time.
b) Objectivee rating andd advertisemeent honesty rating
r
In the AmI environ
nment, severral pieces off monitoringg equipment are deployed to obtain the
t actual
vices. These monitored
m
QoS values arre used to esttimate OR annd HR [21].
performance of the serv
a
nt QoS (
) used in seervice registrration, the
There are three serrvice QoS veectors: the advertisemen
) fo
or user requuest, and alsso the monittored QoS (
) in seervice execuution. The
required QooS (
deviation off
and
, the
, indicates how actual performance
p
e of the serviice satisfied the user’s
requirementt. OR is calcculated usingg
. The deviation off
and
, the
, reveals hoow well a
service is im
mplemented according too its advertisement.
is used to compute
c
the HR. Once a service is
invoked, its OR and HR
H are com
mputed using
g formulas 2 and 3, where
w
,
,
are the
ment, and monitored
m
vaalues of thee QoS’ jth attribution (normalized by [0,1]
advertisemeent, requirem
operator), reespectively. Compared with
w SR, the estimation
e
off OR and HR
R prevents thhe calculationn from the
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prejudice and malice of user’s subjective rating. The utility value of or and sah are also attenuated over
time, and can be computed using formula 1.
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c) User rating credibility
All the SRs are aggregated into reputation. However, not all of the SRs are fair and unbiased. Even for fair
users, they may give different ratings for a same service due to the different contexts or professional
background. Thus, the credibility of user rating should be assessed. Generally, user credibility can be
computed by using some key factors in AmI systems, such as subjective rating fluctuation ( srf ),
subjective and majority rating similarity ( sms ), and the similarity of subjective rating and objective rating
( sos ). The user credibility is expressed as formula 4.
1/

∗

∗

∗

(4)

where 0   ,  ,   1 ，       1 and   0.3,   0.4,   0.3 .
1. User rating fluctuations: For a service, the same user’s rating may fluctuate in different contexts. This
fluctuation should be kept at a reasonable range. The ratings greatly fluctuate when the user behaves
irrationally or lacks professional knowledge. In the current study, the standard deviation of the user
subjective rating sequence was used to define the user rating discrete degree, as shown in formula 5.

srf  ( t 1 ( srt sr ) 2 ) cw
w

(5)

srt is the user subjective rating and sr (t 1 srt ) cw . cw represents a user rating reliability window. A
higher srf indicates lower user credibility, and vice versa.
w

2. Similarity of subjective rating and objective rating: Subjective and objective ratings measure the
performance of the services from different views. Therefore, the two rating sequences should be consistent
or similar, the similarity between sr=(sr1,sr2,…, srn) and or=(or1, or2,…,orn) represented with Euclidean
distance, as shown in formula 6.
sos  ( sr1  or1 )2  ( sr2  or2 )2  ...  ( srn  orn ) 2
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sos represents the reciprocal of similarity and or , sr are the objective rating and subjective rating
sequences respectively. 0  sri  sr 1 ，and 0  ori  or  1 .
3. Similarity of subjective rating and majority subjective ratings: The ratings of users in a time
window w are clustered using the K-Means clustering algorithm. Then, the centroid of the majority cluster
can be used as users’ majority rating in w , as shown in formula 7 [22].

smr  center ( max ( ( srk )))

(7)

smr denotes the subjective majority ratings. The majority of users’ ratings were assumed to be reasonable
and credible. Therefore, taking smr as a reference, sms can be obtained by computing the Euclidean
distance between the vectors sr and smr using formula 6. A smaller sms means a more credible
subjective rating.
5. DYNAMIC WEIGHTED REPUTATION AGGREGATION
For meeting the needs of AmI, a novel D-S evidence theory based algorithm of service reputation
aggregation is proposed. Compared with that of Yu, there are three advantages: first, the utility value was
used instead of the original rating value in order to avoid the inaccuracy brought in by its time-dependent
effect. Second, multi-ratings were introduced and detailed for reputation computing to revise single
subjective rating, since information collected from a single subjective rating is usually unilateral due to
biased or professional background. Third, the weighted evidence combined rules were adopted to
aggregate the general reputation. Every subjective rating is supposed to assign a different weight to
represent how important the rating is among the multi-ratings [23, 24].
a) D-S evidence theory
Dempster and Shafer [25] proposed the evidence theory, which can be applied to uncertain decisions.
The knowledge, experience, and feelings of a user in certain circumstances are advantageously used as the
evidence of a decision. For any subset A in the frame of discernment   1 , 2 , , N  , m( A) is assigned as
a basic support degree, which is constrainted by the following conditions:
 m (  )0

m ( A ) 1
 A


(8 )

(8)

Every element of  is considered as an incompatible event or assumption, and m(A) is the basic
probability assignment (BPS) indicating the support for set A. Different pieces of evidence Ei and E j may
have different BSP mi ( Ai ) and m j ( Ai ) for the same subset Ai. Hence, the basic D-S combining rule of multievidences can be expressed as follows (suppose K 



Ai  A j 

mi ( A i )m j ( Aj ) 1 ):

  mi ( A i ) m j ( Aj )
 Ai  A j  A
 A   (9)
m( A)  
1 K

0 A  

(9)

The larger the value of K, the more conflict there is between the two evidences. The combined results
are often insufficient and even lead to paradox. Moreover, the basic D-S combining rules take no account
of the credibility of the evidence making the combined results different from the actual situation. To solve
the conflicting evidences, some improved methods were proposed in [26].
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b) BPS of the rating
BPS of the rating needs to be obtained to compute the service reputation. Contrary to that of Yu, we
take the ratings utility values instead of the original ratings value as the computing evidence of BPS. It is
assumed that the user ui invokes service sj n times in time window w and ui gives the subjective rating srl
after using the service (
,0
). Hence, its utility value is
, , . Threshold Ʊ and
Ω are introduced to divide the ratings into three parts: trust (
Ʊ), uncertainty (Ʊ
Ω), and
distrust domains (
Ω). Function f(x) is used to map x as its probability in time window w.
According to the D-S evidence theory, the BPS of
is assigned as follows:
∑
,
Ʊ
Ʊ
∑
∑
,and
.
,
,
and
,
represent the degree of trust, distrust, and uncertainty degrees respectively. Similarly, BPS
of OR can be obtained as follows:
,
and
,
and HR:
,
and
,
.
c) General reputation aggregation
General reputation (GRep) indicates the trustworthiness of service in AmI environment. It can be
expressed as
∙
∙
∙
, where msr represents the combined multi-user
subjective rating, mor denotes the combined multi-objective ratings, msahr is the degree of combined
multi-service honesty degree, and , , represent the corresponding weights.
User ui may call and rate a service repeatedly in a time window, and the ratings are listed in the
∈ ,0
). For different users ui and uj ( j), the two rating sequences for the
sequence of srl
same service in an identical time window may differ. Hence, the corresponding
,
and
,
are also different. Furthermore, each user has a credibility uc. The user
credibility can be used as the weight of BPS to compute msr. Then the weighted average of BPS is
computed [27]. Finally, the method in [28] was adopted to combine the evidences. The computing process
as follows:
i. Normalizing and obtaining the standard user credibility uci;
ii. Computing the multi-user weighted average (mwa) for attenuation-based user rating:
=∑
∙
,
∙
=∑
,
；
∙
,
=∑
,
iii. Combing mwa N-1 times, and obtaining the combined multi-user BPS msc;
iv. Computing
and
using msc. The general user comprehensive reputation value,
msr, is 10*(
).
To prevent ratings (evidence) conflict caused by different contexts, Murphy’s multi-evidence
combing rule was used to compute mor and msahr. Its computing process is similar to the msr
computation.
GRep can be easily worked out as soon as the values of msr, mor, and msahr are calculated.
According to actual experience, the settings of corresponding weights are: =0.4, =0.4, =0.2. The GRep
is stored in the service register center and shared by all users. The service is continuously called and rated
when the time window moves on, and the value of GRep is dynamically updated.
6. TEST AND ANALYSIS
To analyze the above algorithms, a prototype system based on AmI-space was designed [1]. A group of
semantic web services (video player services, including QoS attributes: price, delay, jitter and image
June 2014
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definition) w
were deployed on Java and
a Jena 2.6.2 platforms. Users, inclu
uding domaiin experts annd general
users, requeest and rate the
t services. A large num
mber of monnitoring devicces were dep
ployed to meeasure the
real-time QooS of the serrvices.
a) Analysis of the dynam
mic attenuattion mechan
nism
Figure 4 shows thee results of two
t
differennt methods: one
o is based
d on the dynamic attenuaation time
w that of Yu.
Y Figure 4 makes it cleear that theree are three ad
dvantages too using D:
window andd the other was
(1) The maapping relatioon of reputaation value and
a its QoS is more reassonable, and
d reflects thee dynamic
change of thhe QoS moree accurately; (2) It agreess with the rattional judgm
ments and predictions of hhumans by
using the ddynamic attennuation mecchanism; (3)IIt is more seensitive to th
he perceptioon of the serrvice QoS
change, andd is able to giive an early warning
w
wheen the servicee QoS drops.

Fig.
F 4. Time window-bassed dynamic attenuation mechanism
m
b) Analysis of the OR and
a HR algorrithm
Three domain experts with diffferent requiirements (SR
R4, SR7, and
d SR9 repressenting low, medium,
r
) were selectted to assess a service. The
T service QoS
Q was conntrolled to
and high levvel of QoS requirement)
make it dyynamically changeable.
c
According to
t the moniitored QoS value and user
u
requirem
ment, the
correspondiing OR valuue for OR4, OR7, and OR9
O
can bee computed. Both the OR
O sequences and the
experts’ SR sequences are
a shown inn Fig. 5. The closer the OR
O sequences to the expeerts’ SR, the better the
hm is. From Fig. 5, the OR
O algorithm
m performs thhe best whenn the user reqquirement
objective raating algorith
is medium; the perform
mance declinees when the user requirem
ment becom
mes very highh or very low
w, but still
o, the OR alggorithm prop
posed in the paper
p
perforrms better. For HR compputing, the
with high siimilarity. So
details weree not provideed because thhey were sim
milar to the obbjective ratin
ng algorithm.

F 5. Perform
Fig.
mance of objeective rating
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c) Analysis of the user credibility
c
allgorithm
Generaally, high creedibility shoould be assiggned for the rational ratiing and low credibility should be
assigned forr the irrationnal or collusiion ratings. Figure 6 shoows the userr credibility of
o the ratinggs of three
groups. Thee results show
w that the user
u credibilitty is about 4:1:1.
4
Hence, it has a good differentiiation and
can adapt too the requirem
ments of Am
mI.

Fig. 6.
6 Analysis off the user creddibility algorith
hm

d) Analysis of the generral reputatioon aggregatioon algorithm
m
Figure 7 shows thee reputation values for thhe same servvice computeed by differeent algorithm
ms. Yu did
Y reputation (Yu) increase at an
not consideer the user rating crediibility factorrs, thus makking the BY
unreasonablly high levell (exorbitant user rating factor)
f
and ennlarging the fluctuation (irrational
(
user factor).
The reputattion value computed
c
byy S reputatiion algorithm
m is more reasonable because
b
the dynamic
attenuation mechanism and user creedibility facttor was adoppted. The G reputation was
w the mostt accurate,
r
the change of serrvice QoS. It
I can prevennt the influence of irrational subjecttive rating
which can reflect
because of the combineed objectingg rating and user credibiility. Compaared with thee G reputation and R
reputation, the S reputaation only refflects the peersonal feelinng of the useer and is resttricted to thee personal
r
iss more objective and
preference and specificc context of the user, although thhe general reputation
o service QooS.
accurately rreflects the reeal changes of

Fig. 7. Analysis of thhe general repputation algoriithms

7. CO
ONCLUSION
NS AND FU
UTURE WO
ORK
m
of servvice reputatiion computinng modeling for service-o
oriented Am
mI systems
The paper ppresented a model
and detailedd related keyy algorithms.. Finally, thee feasibility and
a effectiveeness of the model and algorithms
a
were tested and analyzed. The paperr’s main conttributions incclude:
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Designing a service reputation computing model for AmI systems. The model is consistent with the
basic information processing: data
information
knowledge, and it summarizes the core
algorithms and their interactions. Researchers can concentrate on the core algorithms design and so
simplify the complexity of reputation implementation.
Designing and implementing the time window based dynamic attenuation mechanism, objective
rating and user credibility algorithm, and also presenting a multi-ratings based service reputation
aggregation algorithm. Based on these algorithms, the reputation value can better reflect the service’s
historical information, effectively forecast the service future behavior, and thus provide more accurate
and reliable information for the service selection and composition in AmI systems.
Some algorithms, for instance dynamic attenuation mechanism and user credibility, are easily applied
to other information systems. For example P2P, to improve the validity of reputation computing.

In the future, the rating semantic model and rating conflict combining rules for AmI system will be
further studied to enhance the practicality of the service reputation mechanism in AmI environment.
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